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Andrew Bracey, Alice Bradshaw, Mike Farquhar, Mike
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Under Maintenance is a show of 18 selected emerging and
established artists who are working site-responsively in the
space beneath and behind Victoria Baths.
Under Maintenance represents Contents May Vary's belief that
the environment in which work is situated becomes integral to
the work itself. The artists in the show have responded diversely
and profoundly to the space, with this principal in mind.
Traditional
processes
of
painting,
sculpture,
drawing,
photography, video and audio are executed and presented in
innovative
and
sometimes
unorthodox
methods.
The
opportunity for the artists to challenge their practices in a nongallery environment has created a challenging visual discourse
with a formidable architectural icon.
Victoria Baths, built at the turn of the century, is a semi-derelict
swimming baths currently undergoing a major restoration
project. The exhibition takes place in the underground
maintenance tunnels surrounding the bottom of the second
class males pool and also the outbuildings which hold the out of
commission boilers and machinery. This particular section of the
building has only very recently been accessible to the public and
will be one of the first opportunities people have to experience
this intriguing space.
Organised and curated by Contents May Vary;
Alice Bradshaw, Liz Murphy, Richard Shields, Jon Turner
and Martha Webster; June 2007

Under Maintenance
Introduction
Artists are increasingly seeking to work in and with spaces
which differ from the traditional 'white cube' gallery. Since
their closure in 1993, the Victoria Baths have hosted a
number of artistic projects, the majority of which have
been situated in the former well-known public spaces,
steam-rooms and bath halls. As the building undergoes the
first stages of its renovation, the less familiar areas - the
boiler houses, the tunnels beneath the pools themselves are becoming available for use by artists. Under
Maintenance reclaims and works with these spaces,
presenting the work of eighteen artists who have
responded to this specific environment.
When considering a site like the Victoria Baths, the artist
must inevitably consider the nature of the space itself. In
the traditional white-walled gallery, the space is that which
one presents the work against: through its placement in
such an environment the artwork announces its status as
art, and hence its separation from its situation and the
observer's praxis of everyday life. In spaces such as the
Baths, the relationship between the work and its
environment becomes more complex: art and environment
necessarily interpenetrate one another.
In the traditional gallery space, the artwork exists in a
timeless present; in a space such as Victoria Baths, the
visual and imaginative complexity of the space, and our
awareness of its history forces the work to enter into
dialogue with its environment. The artworks produced for
this exhibition must coexist with that which is already
present, and so become part of the narrative of the
building. As the boundaries between artwork and situation

become indistinct, that which has always been the case
becomes explicit; the artwork is not a monad, but exists
instead at the centre of a web of semantic and symbolic
meaning.
The artists exhibiting and performing in Under Maintenance
have responded to the challenge that this environment
offers in numerous ways. One potentially fruitful
conceptual tool for grasping the elements that unite them
is that expressed by Walter Benjamin in The Origin of
German Tragic Drama: that 'allegories are, in the realm of
thoughts, as ruins are in the realm of things.' The
allegorical artwork indicates the disjunction that exists
between reality and its representation, subject and object.
In it, one thing corresponds to another, and hints to us the
possibility that this correspondence might not be entirely
arbitrary; we interpret the work and attempt to decode its
hidden meanings.
The imagination inheres in the cracks and fissures; we
perceive in the fragments a truth that we believe might be
immanent to them. The allegory is at once the promise and
refutation of a synthesised and synthetic whole. Whilst the
works in Under Maintenance may not be deliberately
allegorical in character, the ways in which they resonate
with their environment illuminates the allegorical quality of
the spaces themselves. Old buildings, yesterday's arcadia,
fascinate us. Watching the watery sunlight filter through
the roofs of the bath-halls, it is impossible not to imagine
what the pools would have been like when they were still in
use. Gaining access to the outbuildings that surround them
and the service tunnels beneath, we glimpse the remains
of the organs which once sustained this beast; we imagine
them, hot and shivering, ferverous. The broken machinery
is conjecture; unaware of its purpose, we scrabble for a

meaning that is neither inherent nor apparent, and in the
physical remnants of the past we attempt to decode the
social whole which they were once a part of. This
reconstruction will always be partial.
The ruin presents the past to us as a riddle. When placed
in such an environment, the artwork, through its inevitable
communion
with
its
surroundings,
simultaneously
articulates the ambiguous quality of the space and proffers
to us imaginary solutions. Ultimately, spaces such as the
Baths reveal that the medium with which the artist is
always working is time. Showing the work within the less
familiar industrial environments of the Baths, its circulatory
systems, is a form of collective resuscitation, reclaiming
and reviving the imaginative power of the disused building.
The environments are brought to the light of reflection: in
one systolic contraction the past is brought into
communion with the present. The lights strung through the
darkness lead us into the past.
Duncan Hay, May 2007

ANDREW BRACEY
Bats are blind, worthless, dirty flying mice which get
stuck in your hair and turn into vampires at night.
Pigs do fly, Kennedy was not assassinated and Rolls
Royce factories are actually secret nuclear weapons
facilities.

www.andrewbracey.com

Colony, laser cut acrylic, 2007, dimensions variable

ALICE BRADSHAW
Water Pipe
plastic water bottle caps

alice.bradshaw@hotmail.co.uk
www.alicebradshaw.co.uk

MICHEAL FARQUHAR
I asked 20 people (friends, lovers, flat mates, work
colleges, and fellow artists) for 20 words describing me
and my artwork. I then cut out each word or phrase
and placed them in a hat, I then drew out around 50.
This is the order in which they appeared.

Flamboyant tall deliberate rural blue and sharp
gorgeous slices of paint. Awakening free spirited
enthusiastic needin pompus perceptive spectral
tumult. inspiring enthusiastic post-structural food
lover. Inventive sexy and historical (but in a
reboot) disciplinary planes straddling unsettling
bullshitter. Happy tartan trews enthusiastic
besserwisser. Plentiful places and faces, uncharted
special needs ;-) x) hibernian circuit studs,
scammer paint bombs. Fearless lazy scottish
steaming network. Romantic loud prosletising
splattered l off. Merry scatty loves life comfortable
stubborn branches. Vivid hairy streaks of colour,
unreliable charming chatty stubborn needless lucky
flasher. Good hearted unwiderstehlich. dark with a
penchant for loose parties and big women. Stinking
chauvenist fragrant veins. Braw street social
dreamer. Open individual appropriated mixed
media. Selfish old school talented caring urban
gobshite.

Sigil (Charlie’s Angels)

mrmichaelfarquhar@yahoo.com

MIKE FERGUSON
Manchester based artist Mike Ferguson makes work
that often incorporates kinetic elements resulting in an
exploration of narrative structure. His work has been
described as ahving calssical aesthetic values through
his intervention of everyday objects.

Wiper Motors
metal car components
mikefergie@lycos.co.uk

EUGENIA IVANISSEVICH
“Back then, Right now” looks at the basement of
Victoria Baths as a space historically inhabited by
workers and as a space presently inhabited by art
spectators. Eugenia Ivanissevich's work is distincive for
its playful approach to moving image, exploring the
potential for ordinary objects to share form or role with
optical
instruments
and
for
challenging
the
mechanisms and props with which we view moving
images.

Back then, right Now
inkjet prints, MDF, binoculars, lights
ukeuge@yahoo.co.uk

NAOMI KASHIWAGI
High Street Ballroom
metronomes

Transforming the utilitarian and conceptual functions of
objects is central to my practice. Victoria Baths was
also used as a dance hall in the 1940s and 1950s. To
evoke the music and the prior use, I have installed
metronomes, archaic technologies that can catalyse
these associations and absences.

naomikashiwagi@hotmail.com

RICHARD KENDRICK
Richard Kendrick is a visual artist based in Manchester.
He is interested in elementary situations of everyday
life and the physical objects that form part of these
situations. Kendrick alters these things or creates
something new using a variety of different production
methods to accommodate his own artistic intentions
and to raise questions about what we as viewers think
we do or don't know about “you know, norms things”.
Richard is also one half of “jack of none”, a
Manchester-based collective, and is Co-Director of
Porch Gallery, Chorlton, Manchester.

rwk@stealthpost.com

Untitled 2007
mixed media and fauna, dimensions variable

G LEDDINGTON

Greater than his Nature will allow, 2007

gleddington@yahoo.co.uk

The Modern Prometheus (In Tesla's Laboratory) 2007
pencil on paper 29.5 x 42cm
Consumed to Ashes (Sublimation) 2007
pencil and corroded copper on paper 29.5 x 42cm

To Bestow Animation upon Lifeless Matter
(Ray Gun c.1950) 2007
pine tree, copper, electrical cable, wire, jump clips, car
batteries. dimensions variable

JUDE MACPHERSON
Bathing is a cleansing and healthful experience that
contrasts with the pool as a harbour for germs and
bacteria. 'Mycobacteria Marinum' is a bacteria that is
commonly present in swimming pools. Scrutiny of the
DNA ladder of this organism reveals an image that
aesthetically suggests ripples and reflections – the
blueprint of a life 'Under Construction'.

HARBOUR
photograph of DNA ladder of Mycobacteria Marinum
(sourced from internet)

judemac8@yahoo.co.uk

DAVID MARTIN
Sisyphus made his way back to the sunshine, where he
promptly forgot all about funerals and such drab affairs
and lived on...

Inferno / Paradiso
film projection

notwhathow@hotmail.com

CARLY MUNRO
Growing, feeding, and sheltered on or in a
different organism while contributing nothing to
the survival of its host, fungus that produces a
growth on various kinds of damp or decaying
organic matter.
Super seeding and reproduced we consume
enabling societies to survive yet damage is done
as we the professional dinner guests do not benefit
our host yet harm it by association. Undermining
and decaying the fabric of its existence.
Infiltration and assimilation! In our short existence
we exploit and expose the need to consume. Our
tacky and superficial exteriors entice parasites
which aid the state of our surroundings.
We are concerned with a surface; not deep or
penetrating emotionally or intellectually, here to
aid in the renovation and finance of this building
like fungi waiting to be nibbled on by some hungry
creature while sucking the life out of the organism
we survive on.

Superficial Growth
mixed media

ikkleevillady.tripod.com
carlymunro@hotmail.co.uk

ELIZABETH MURPHY
THE TORTOISE
AND THE EAGLE
A Tortoise, lazily basking in the
sun, complained to the seabirds about her curiosities of
flight. An Eagle, hovering near,
heard her lamentation and
demanded what reward she
would give him if he would
take her aloft and float her in
the air. “I will give you”, she
said, “all the riches of the Red
Sea”. “I will teach you to fly
then” said the Eagle; and
taking her up in his talons he
carried her almost to the
clouds. Suddenly he let her go,
and she fell on a lofty
mountain, dashing her shell to
pieces.
“Foolish Curiosity often leads
to misfortune” - Aesop

The Grass Is Always Greener

lizzymurp@hotmail.com
www.contentsmayvary.org

STEVE OLIVER

Begin at the beginning, then go on until you
reach the end and then stop
bricks, emulsion and found objects

www.steve-oliver.com

EDWARD PAYNE
As a Sculptor my primary interest is in dealing with
issues in space. When it is possible to claim a space
through interacting with an object, the dynamics of the
situation are turned on their head and a seemingly
academic concern becomes very real and politically
charged.

Lock On

edpaynesculptor.tripod.com

CATHERINE PUDNER

STORE IN AN AIRY, COOL, DARK, DRY PLACE AND
PROTECT FROM FROST.
catherinepudner@hotmail.com

Stockpile clay, hay, potato sacks

TOM WATSON

The contemporary built environment
has become hardened and resistant to
our attempts to relate and directly
effect it through interventionalist
means, however a Victorian building is
vulnerable in ways not considered
when built in such a time when people
knew their place and got on with it.
Instead of resorting to vandalism, I
wanted to undermine the precious
surface of the Baths through a
material association, as a means of
staking my claim and relating in my
own way, and hopefully allowing
others a gateway in.

onelastbottle@hotmail.com
www.axisweb.org/artist/tomwatson

Insulation
plaster, hardboard, moulded plastic

RICHARD SHIELDS
There has and most likely always will be a place for
traditional skills within contemporary art. However this
place is rarely found at the epicentre of post modern
practice.
My work suggests this abandoment of skills in favour
of idea, often creating a situation where the viewer
finds themselves appreciating an image they may have
otherwise found to be redundant.

Nostalgia Upon Reflection
light/glass projection

richard.p.shields@hotmail.co.uk
www.contentsmayvary.org

MARTHA WEBSTER

Squircle (squ – kel)
noun
1) an equal combination of a square and circle in a two
dimensional format to make one complete shape

Square hole round peg, round hole square peg
wood

marthashines@yahoo.co.uk
www.contentsmayvary.org
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